
Port Centricity: a local outlook for a global market 

The Channel Arc Manche Integrated Strategy (CAMIS) is an EU INTERREG IVa project encompassing research strands in 

transport, business clusters, safety, and workforce development and includes 19 French and British partners from the 

county/regional authorities and universities within the Arc Manche. The transport strand was tasked with the 

identification of current and future transport and logistics issues in port locations with the aim of developing 

strategies for the stakeholders to address the issues in a sustainable manner. The initial findings suggested that small 

ports were confronted with increasingly larger ships, lorries and containers and the port and transport infrastructure 

was unsuitable and costly to adapt. In order to evolve sustainably, and reverse the decline that small ports were 

facing, the CAMIS research centred on a port centric ideology. Port centricity allows small niche ports to utilise a local 

focus for diversifying their activities in order to increase growth, maximise potential markets, adhere to environmental 

policy and operate sustainably without impacting on the transport infrastructure. 

Port centricity increases local stakeholder activity by providing opportunities for local authorities and local businesses 

to collaborative and plan development growth strategically. Port centric clusters can develop so import and export 

become the main focus and value is added at either port side or in the local vicinity. This will reduce costs, road 

congestion, and carbon footprints, increase knowledge transfer and business transparency as well as contribute to 

local business development and economic growth. As the cluster develops the vision widens to incorporate 

neighbouring areas and collaborative activities with other ports to further reduce costs and increase benefits.  

The CAMIS research discovered that port centricity was evident in the 10 ports that were studied along the Arc 

Manche coastlines - Calais, Dieppe, Caen-Ouistreham, Cherbourg-Octeville, Saint-Brieuc Le Légué, and Saint-Malo in 

France, and Dover, Newhaven, Shoreham, and Portsmouth in the UK. Each port, Harbour Master, and a selection of 

local businesses, transport and logistics groups and local authorities were interviewed. Port centric diversification was 

identified through the case studies and defined within seven cluster types: Value chain, Green, Tourism related, Port 

related service clusters, Innovation, Fishing and General Business Clusters. Each of these clusters evolved around the 

physical landscape restrictions as well as the external political, social, and economic landscape.  

Value Clusters – Value chain clusters represent companies located in port areas that add value to imports and exports. 

Examples of this were found in the supply chains for temperature controlled good and raw materials. In the case of 

food; production, transport and storage were all controlled from the port. This allowed efficient use of transport 

allowing goods to be stored until returning empty lorries could be utilised. Another example was found in Shoreham 

Port where wood imported into a port was then stored for wholesale or retail and value added through manufacture. 

Waste wood (woodchip) was then transported in returning ships to be used as fuel.  

Green Clusters – Such initiatives include: renewable energy production, green building construction, green 

warehousing, environmentally friendly technology and ship designs, reuse and recycling, waste management and 

training and development. Ports attract renewable activities, especially around wind farms, and the added job 

generation increases skill opportunities and encourages additional related training and development to the area. One 

example in the UK was a port securing a 10 year partnership with industry to develop low carbon energy – the port 

provides the space and the industry funds the development of the technology. Environmental sustainability is an 

important policy initiative that ports are well placed to support through collaboration, access, infrastructure and as a 

transport node. 

Tourism Clusters – where ferries operate out of a port, or cruise ships dock, ports are ideally placed to work with local 

authorities and the tourist industry to maximise the income generation for the local area rather than acting solely as a 

transport node from which passengers continue their journey from. Landscaping, marketing, signage, and road layout 

can increase visitor numbers thereby maximising income generation and job opportunities to port hinterlands.  

Port Service Clusters – Expanding services such as pilotage, towage, mooring, dredging, bunkering, cargo handling, 

stevedoring, passenger services and cargo storage have been found to create port related service clusters. Offering 

these services to local business (where relevant) and neighbouring ports can facilitate additional opportunities and 

cluster development through sharing and collaboration. Utilising unused harbour areas for marina development will 

increase visitor numbers and allow additional retail and catering opportunities to develop.  



Innovation clusters – are becoming increasingly popular as the collaboration between universities and research 

centres provides technical advancement and an innovative culture to develop. Incubation and innovation centres in 

ports provide additional job creation and knowledge exchange as well as increase the opportunities for young people 

to become involved in maritime development. Desulphurisation of fuel is one opportunity where policy has dictated 

that collaboration between maritime industries and research centres can improve implementation of policy through 

technological advancement of fuel efficiency. 

Fishing Clusters – Fishing has long been part of port communities but recent gentrification of harbours and a change 

in public perceptions of fish sustainability has led to an increase in opportunities for fishing operations to sell to local 

restaurants, hotels and fish markets, as well as involvement in management and protection of fish stocks though work 

with research centres. Fishing is an historic activity for certain ports and requires essential infrastructure making it 

difficult to diversify in other ways. 

Business Clusters – these are more general clusters where activities evolve with different stakeholders over time. 

General clusters are more fluid than the other examples and can encompass short project based collaboration to 

longer term market based collaboration. Training, skills and knowledge transfer are usually the key ‘kick start’ to 

cluster activities and rely on the port turning its focus to the local area rather than the sea and asking ‘what can we do 

for the local area’ rather than ‘what can the local area do for us’. The main benefits from this type of activity are 

around cost reduction and knowledge transfer. Through collaborating on training and service support provision the 

port can maximise its income whilst utilising port areas that would otherwise have been redundant. The benefits to 

the local community are through awareness of port opportunities, increased knowledge and essential training, 

networking and customer and market generation.  

Conclusions 

The cluster types are not exclusive and have been found to merge and evolve as the local community and businesses 

develop and external impacts provide opportunities. For niche ports to survive in the Arc Manche region there needs 

to be encouragement from governments that the role they can potentially play is not only economically sound but 

also environmentally sustainable. Major challenges identified as barriers to successful port centric cluster formations 

are: a lack of space, insufficient facilities in ports, a lack of coherence between port and local development plans, 

regulatory barriers, a lack of awareness of opportunities, a lack of expertise in the local area, a lack of procedural 

arrangements for port centric cluster formation, and conflicts between industrial ports and residential areas.  

The findings of the CAMIS research have highlighted how EU transport policy, infrastructure policy and seaports policy 

may influence port centric cluster formation. The main focus of these policies is to minimise greenhouse gas 

emissions, integrate EU ports in a unified market by way of developing an integrated infrastructure master plan for 

Europe, combine ports into supply chains via cluster formations and achieve sustainable economic growth. These 

policy directions support port centric cluster formation but do not necessarily provide the incentive through benefit 

awareness to ensure success. In order for clustering to be effective there needs to be an awareness of the benefits to 

all stakeholders including local authorities, local businesses and the ports themselves.  

The CAMIS recommendations are to promote the best practice that has been identified in order to increase the 

awareness of diversification opportunities for all ports in the Arc Manche. Since port centric clusters are a new 

phenomenon it was found that relevant procedural arrangements are not yet in place. As a result, those who 

attempted to form clusters found difficulties when seeking planning permission and addressing other stakeholders. 

CAMIS recommends incentives through policy direction to encourage local authorities to see how the ports in their 

local areas can influence the local business potential and encourage collaborative working to support the community 

whilst maintaining a global focus. 
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